## INSTRUCTIONS
1. If the column heading is underlined, clicking on that will take you to a web site or document where you can get more information on that term.
2. Clicking on the individual row or cell will take you to an Intel database that will show which Intel Desktop boards are compatible with that processor.

### Intel® Core™ i9 Desktop Processors Comparison Chart

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Processor Name and Collection</th>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>Package Specification</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Processor Graphics</th>
<th>Security &amp; Availability</th>
<th>Advanced Technologies</th>
<th>Memory Specifications</th>
</tr>
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1. If the column heading is underlined, clicking on that will take you to a web site or document where you can get more information on that term.
2. Clicking on the individual row or cell will take you to an Intel database that will show which Intel Desktop boards are compatible with that processor.

### Technical Documents
- Datasheets, Design Guides, etc.
- Intel® Core™ i9 Processor Top Support Documents
  - Technical resources for the processor
  - Intel® Core™ i9 Desktop Processor Top Support Documents
  - Use this tool to find compatible motherboards for the Intel® Desktop Processor
  - Intel® Core™ i9 Processor Support Resources
  - This document contains the most commonly sought after information on Intel® Desktop Processors.
  - Intel® Core™ i9 Processor FAQ
  - This document provides hints to popular Intel® Processor tools, with a description on what they do.
  - Intel® Core™ i9 Processor Comparison Tools
  - This document provides hints to popular Intel® Processor tools, with a description on what they do.
  - Intel® Core™ i9 Processor Support Home Page
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